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Occupant tracking and posture detection using low resolution infrared sensor I. Amin, A.J. Taylor and R. M. Parkin The Wolfson School of Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering, Loughborough University, UK



Abstract Intelligent sensors make vehicles safer everyday. The research reported in this paper developed a system which can track and identify driving postures of driver while driving. This will help study the driver behaviour in more detail, aid in making different driver alert or safety systems. The tracking system uses low-resolution infrared imager to sense the position of the driver, which makes the system low cost. Neural networks are used to find the position of the driver in that scene. Experiment conducted to verify the results included 20 subjects from 16 year old to 65 year old drivers. The method devised is able to find reliably eighteen (18) different positions of driver currently.
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1 Introduction This paper discusses research into safety systems based on the use of a low resolution infra-red sensor for driver posture detection and position tracking.



The ability to detect driver position and movement will be a key enabling factor in a number of current and future safety systems. These may range from detecting out-of-position (OOP) occupants for safe 1



airbag deployment to time-based monitoring of behaviour, for example to detect periods with attention away from the road or evidence of drowsiness.



This research has been initially focussed on the needs and problems of older, or ‘third-age’, drivers. Transportation by private car is an important factor for the independence and quality of life of many older people. Demographic changes and reductions in birth rate have resulted in a large increase in the ageing population of industrialised countries.



At present one third of the population in these nations is over 55 (WHO 1998; Dissanayake and Lu 2002) and, with the average age rising, the number of older drivers will continue to increase for the foreseeable future. The ways in which driving abilities deteriorate with advancing age is a cause for concern (Carr, Jaskson et al. 1994). Deterioration of cognitive, physical and visual abilities leads to increasing risks for older people (Lundberg, Hakamies-Blomqvist et al. 1998), although these are mitigated to some extent by fewer and shorter journeys and a tendency to avoid night driving.



The term ‘third-age’ is generally applied to those over 55, although this definition is not universally accepted(Reuben 1993; Carr, Jaskson et al. 1994). The adage ‘you are as old as you feel’ holds true and people in their 60’s and 70’s may be more active than some younger people. However it is clear that, as the ‘grey’ population increases, the needs of the over 55’s will have a greater impact on the design of products in the future.



Problems encountered by third-age drivers typically include reading traffic signs and signals, observing road markings, reading the instrument panel, changing lanes or merging in high speed traffic, turning the head whilst parking or reversing, making U-turns and turning at crossroads or T-junctions. Most tasks that involve neck and trunk movements are restricted in older people (Smith et al, 1993).
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Cars must be designed for use by the full spectrum of the adult population. The subject of automotive ergonomics and safety is clearly complex and a detailed discussion of older drivers’ problems and characteristics is beyond the scope of this paper.



It is reasonable to assume that many of the difficulties and risks typically encountered by this older group will also apply to other groups, of any age, whose driving may be affected by physical impairments. The aim of the research described in this paper is to provide the basis for a system which, ultimately, will make driving safer and more pleasant for any impaired, as well as able-bodied, driver.



Infra-red (IR) imaging offers the ability to work in any ambient lighting conditions. The IR sensor used throughout this research programme is an IRISYS IRI1002 thermal imager with a resolution of 16 by 16 pixels. The advantages offered by this particular sensor include the relatively low cost when compared with high resolution IR cameras (hundreds rather than many thousands of pounds) and the small size. Also, importantly, the low resolution protects the privacy of the car occupants as only indistinct images composed of areas of colour are obtained.



Finding driving posture for comfort and other purposes are very difficult to measure. Most procedures are markers based, have load cells, pressure mat installed in car seats (Andreoni, Santambrogio et al. 2002; Rakheja, Haru et al. 2002) .These methods of finding postures cannot be installed in real time in a real car environment therefore not getting the exact information required by the ergonomists during the posture study.



2 Infrared thermograph Infrared imager measures infrared radiation emitted by the objects. The infrared radiation is light which has a wavelength in the range of 0.78 to 100 micrometers. This particular range is unseen by naked human eye. However infrared imagers with different specifications can capture particular range of infrared wavelengths. 3



The concept behind the infrared emission detection is that, the black body is a perfect radiator. It emits and absorbs all energy that is incident on it. The energy emitted by that black body is highest possible energy emission for that particular temperature. As real objects are not black bodies, i.e. perfect absorber or emitter. Thus the emissivity of the real surface is the ratio of the thermal energy emission by the temperature of that of black body at the same condition as that of real body (Burney, Williams et al. 1988; Holst 2000).



The infrared imager used in this paper is a long wavelength infrared imager (LWIR) by IRISYS® (IRI1002) UK. It can measure infrared radiation from 8 to 24 micrometers wavelength. It has a low resolution of 16x16 pixels. Low resolution infrared imager is 1/10th the cost of convent ional infrared imager. This low cost makes infrared imaging being reconsidered considered in areas other than military and defence usage.



3 Imaging algorithm 3.1 Methodology In this study, driver posture tracking system is developed. The tracking algorithm has three stages of processing as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 System flow chart of position tracking algorithm The detected posture is converted into a code based description of driver’s position after processing. This will help identify different posture when link to other motion analysis or vehicle safety systems.



The source of the data comes from the low resolution infrared imager which is installed inside a car at a suitable location. The thermographs from the infrared imager were taken for offline analysis. The experiments are conducted to verify the algorithm developed in a STISIM car simulator installed in Ford Scorpio.



3.2 Pre processing Data Acquisition software Data Acquisition software shown in Figure 2 is used which is developed by the author for the infrared and visual image acquisition using National Instruments CVI Lab/Windows. This software acquires webcam images and thermal imager in soft real-time. The image frequency in the experiment is set at 2FPS. This image acquisition frequency is selected on the basis of the length of experiment and 5



reaction time of each volunteer. The image acquisition is done for the whole length of the simulation scenario. File naming and storing is structured as vast amount of data will be stored during the experiment runs. Therefore batch renaming and storing data in folder options are included. The DAT file generated by the data acquisition software is read in MatLAB using a function written by the author.



Figure 2: Infrared data acquisition software



Infrared Interpolation Interpolation process estimates values of intermediate components of continuous function in discrete samples. Interpolation is extensively used in image processing to increase or decrease the image size. There are commonly five types of interpolation used cubic, spline, nearest, bilinear and hyper-surface (Kulkarni 1994).
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An interpolation technique does not add extra information into the image but can provide better thermal image for human perception but here the only advantage is to have a larger thermograph area to work on. For bicubic interpolation, the output pixel value is the weighted average of the pixels in the nearest 4 x 4 neighbourhood. Mathematically, bicubic interpolation can be described as follows:



Let P(q) be a third degree polynomial. The Lagrange polynomial interpolation is given by:
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P(q) = ∑ fi Li (q)



(Equation 1)



i =0



(Al-Habaibeh and Parkin 2003)



Where,



q=Point at which interpolation takes place P(q)= interpolated value fi =Known values on the grid at points (qi ) Li (q)=Lagrange polynomial, for example Li (q) =



∏



3 k ≠ i,k = 0



(q − q k ) /(qi − q k )



The infrared images taken from the infrared imager requires interpolation. The interpolation is required mostly for recognition of features by human eye as 16 x16 pixel image as shown in Figure 3 does not give enough visual information. The linear and spline interpolation are superior to other interpolated function but due to computation complexities and time taken by the spline interpolation the linear interpolation is preferred as it is the simplest type of interpolation. A single infrared image is shown with all four types of interpolation in greyscale. 7



Nearest Interpolation



Cubic Interpolation



Linear Interpolation



Spline Interpolation



Figure 3: Four types of interpolated infrared images



3.3 Processing Segmentation / Binarization The devised adaptive segmentation method is based on the IR histogram. This method will compensate for slight temperature changes. The histogram of thermographs taken from the experiment contains two peaks on each extreme. The peak with lower intensity values (black) represent the background and peak with high intensity values (white) represent the subject.



The maxima of two peaks are taken which is used as a limit for a minima value. This minima value is the thresholding value. This segmentation technique is calculated for each single infrared image.
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Looking for two prominent peaks and taking the minimum value within those maxima ranges as depicted in Figure 4.



Figure 4 Histogram of infrared thermograph



Region allocation After interpolation and segmentation of infrared thermograph it is divided into three regions. These regions are based upon the position of infrared camera and the driver as shown in Figure 5. Since the infrared imager is 1 meter away mounted on the front left pillar of the car the field of view is 14” inches square approximately.



Each division of the thermograph image is based on mainly the three different region of the occupant. These regions are labelled as ‘Torso Region – R1’, ‘Head – Region – R2’ and ‘Arm and shoulder region – R3’.
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‘Torso region – R1’ region is used only when the driver is leaning or looking down this region becomes the focus. The location of ‘Torso region – R1’ in infrared image is 7 inches by 8 inches into 61pixels by 80pixels. ‘Head region – R2’ focuses on head movements and most critical. The location of ‘Head region – R1’ in infrared image is 7 inches by 8 inches into 61pixels by 80pixels. ‘Arm and shoulder region – R3’ looks for arm and shoulder movements with respect to the steering wheel. This region is where the most movements are recorded, whenever driver changes posture or moves. The location of ‘arm and shoulder region – R3’ is the lower region of infrared image which is 6 inches by 14 inches field of view to 121 pixels by 41 pixels.



Figure 5 Region allocation of infrared image



P-code description For neural network results to be easily readable a numerical number for each region is allocated which points to a particular type of posture. These numerical numbers are then looked up in Table 1 to make up letter code which can exactly tell what the driver was doing.
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Region



ANN Numerical



Posture description



P-code



output R1



1



Straight posture



N



R1



2



Leaning forward



E



R1



3



Looking Down



D



R2



1



Looking Ahead



F



R2



2



Looking Left



L



R2



3



Looking Right



R



R3



1



Hands on Steering



S



R3



2



Hands on not Steering



NS



Table 1 Posture codes So all three region codes are combined to describe a certain posture for example N-R-S means Straight, looking right with hands on steering wheel, which is a posture if someone is at a roundabout (see later the comparison with real video data). Again D-L-NS means looking down on the left side with hands not on steering wheel, which means driver might be putting seat belt on or using a dashboard compartment and the car should not be in moving state as the hands are on top part of steering wheel.



Feature extraction Selection of features from the image is the most vital step for imaging algorithm to give useful and accurate results. Therefore a great deal of care is to be taken while selecting them. A procedure is devised to find the appropriate feature for neural network input see Figure 6.



As the infrared image is divided into three different regions each region is dealt with separately as features selection and recognition is concerned. ‘Torso region – R1’ is indirectly linked to torso movement as it will monitor head and neck movement in back and forth action. The three postures that will be defined in the neural network are no-leaning posture, leaning posture and looking down posture. ‘Head region – R2’ is considered is the most critical. The three main movements identified in this region Looking ahead i.e. conventional driving, looking right and looking left. ‘Shoulder and arm 11



region – R3’ shows two postures that will be trained for the neural network are hands-on steering and hands-off steering wheel



For the first posture of looking ahead a collection of samples are extracted from subjects. Similar is done with other two postures infrared images. Only two basic features angle and area are significant enough to distinguishing between three infrared images.



Figure 6: feature selection process
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Neural network construction and training Neural network for each region is separate. This means that are will be three neural networks working simultaneously on a single thermograph. Furthermore for each region three different types of neural networks are constructed. These neural networks are multi layered perceptrons, radial basis network and self-organized map networks. Comparison and evaluation of all three networks results in finding the best neural network for that particular region. These types are selected because these neural networks have good ability to differentiate between different parameters.



Thus training data is selected as to cover all types of motions and the frequency of motion. Three hundred (300) training samples for each region are taken i.e. a hundred samples for each different output. All types of networks constructed for each region and subject contains a common set of input data and three times larger simulation set to verify the results i.e. nine hundred (900) simulation samples.
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The constructions of all nine neural networks are as follows:



Male / Female



Torso region ‘R1’



Head region ‘R2’



Arm and shoulder region ‘R3’



Inputs



1



2



2



(area R1)



(area/angle R2 & area R2)



(area R3)



Layers 2, Neurons 2



Layers 2, Neurons 5



Layers 2, Neurons 5



Inner Layer: Sigmoid function



Inner Layer: Sigmoid function



Inner Layer: Sigmoid function



Output Layer: Linear function



Output Layer: Linear function



Output Layer: Linear function



Goal: 0.001



Goal: 0.001



Goal: 0.001



Spread constant: 1



Spread constant: 1



Spread constant: 1



Inner Layer: Radial function



Inner Layer: Radial function



Inner Layer: Radial function



MLP



RBN



Output Layer: Linear function SOM



Goal: 0, Epochs: 25



Output Layer: Linear function Goal: 0, Epochs: 25



Output Layer: Linear function Goal: 0, Epochs: 25



Table 2 Neural Network construction specifications



4 The experimental details The objective of the experiment is to get information from the infrared imager which will help identify driver postures.



Conditions in experiments should be as close as that of driving a real car. This will include selecting proper scenarios by using a driving simulator, get subject to interact and drive as realistically as possible.
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Driving volunteers 20 subjects are studied during the experiment with 10 male and 10 female drivers. It included drivers from the age of 16 years to 65 year olds. All subjects have driving experience with older drivers having the most driving experience.



IRISYS Imager: Serial Protocol programming The IRISYS IRI1002 thermal imager has its own protocol which needed to be converted into infrared image. The software has to be compatible with hardware specifications for the thermal imager .i.e. 1,15,200 baud, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit, no handshaking.



Infrared acquisition software Infrared acquisition software developed which is by the author and is used in the experiment which was already used in (Amin 2003; Amin, Taylor et al. 2004). This software acquires webcam images and thermal imager in soft real-time. The image frequency in the experiment is set at 2 FPS. This image acquisition frequency is selected on the basis of the length of experiment and reaction time of each volunteer. The image acquisition is done for the whole length of the simulation scenario.



IRISYS imager mounting Infrared imager is used as the main instrument to get driver information during the experiment. Infrared imager and visual camera are mounted on a test rig. As in the previous experiment discussed in (Amin, Taylor et al. 2004) the infrared camera position was looking at the driver straight from windscreen, which is not a realistic position when used in driving the camera position is changed to focus the driver from the left side near windscreen pillar making at angle of 60 Degrees with a lens FOV of 20 Degrees. The infrared camera is mounted 1 meter away approximately from the car seat head rest. With the image capturing 14 inches square from the angled position, it manages to acquire the face, shoulders and arms length.
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Visual camera Visual camera is used for the purpose of adjust the field of view of infrared imager and verification of the results taken from the infrared imager after processing.



Driving simulator The driving simulator is a custom built test rig with front projection screen and adjustable driving control (see Figure 7). The control room consists of driver communication system and STISIM control computer. The driver is kept in contact with the driver communication system during the length of the experiment. The infrared acquisition system was standalone.
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Figure 7: Holywell test rig with STISIM driving simulator STISIM driving simulator is programmed for MS-DOS operating system. The simulator is designed such that it provides the driver with maximum possible realistic driving experience. The STISIM driving simulator uses visual display and audio sounds as feedback to driver reactions. For example crashing a car shows visual as well as audio display to the driver for crash scenario.
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Scenario The scenario selected for the experiment is urban busy traffic which lasted for 20 minutes approximately. Urban traffic scene is selected because of the amount of tasks during driving is much higher than that of motorway driving. The scenario involves tasks performed by the volunteer as well as the going through the car simulation. The tasks were putting seat belt on, adjusting mirrors, looking in the rear view mirror, looking left or right, using a swipe card to simulate entrance or exit of secured car park, mobile usage while driving, using in car stereo system or climate control. These tasks were in excess to other conventional driving tasks like looking left or right before making a turn or arriving at the cross road and wait for a signal, lane changing manoeuvre, looking at side and rear view mirrors.



Second scenario conducted was for monitoring fatigue and sleepiness in drivers while driving. Therefore a long curved road is programmed in a scenario which lasted for over 50 minutes. The curtains are drawn over the driving simulator test rig to give the driver sense of driving alone. The noise was cut to minimum and lesser traffic is shown on the road. The driver has to maintain a speed of 60 Mph.



5 The experimental results 5.1 ANN Simulation and result The simulation is three times the training data set. The actual results from the multi-layered perceptrons and radial basis are plotted. The different postures are linked with numerical postural code. Each numerical number represents that posture. The closer the actual result plot from the posture code the accurate is the detection.



FFB and RBN results are plotted for both typical male and female. Both of these networks actual results are plotted for region R2 only. The posture codes for region R2 are:
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Look ahead



Look right



Look left



R1 3.5



3



Ann simulation response



2.5



2 Normal head position Leaning head position Looking down head position 1.5
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For self-organized map (SOM) network it gives range of values. By making the decision lines on the plot, posture code can be found.



The RBN network is very accurate some time while slight deviation from the original data results in unexpected results and gives 100% error percentage. This cannot be seen when the error percentage graph is given. Thus based on this FFB network is more recommended in case of R1 region. As slight deviation from the result does not make the result wrong but will only deviate. Also it can be seen from the results that looking ahead which is a major task with a posture code of 1 is very accurate with maximum error is less than 12.5%. The highest error is in looking right. This error does not effect the final decision of the posture detection algorithm as there are 3 different regions, which combine together to get the final result. The posture detection algorithm will be running at 0.5Hz or less any abnormality detected can be overcome by replacing the old data with a new one.
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The error graph is plotted like 100% for that particular sample. For example if the value is 2 instead of 1, the plot will show 100% local error which has a global error of 33%. The errors are plotted locally to show the errors of that sample against similar class of samples.



Radial basis network is accurate but gives very unreliable values.



Self organized map is very reliable except small amount of data it was unable to distinguish between looking ahead and looking left as the area and angle closely resembles.



FFB network gives a consistent performance with error percentage not increasing significantly except in some exceptional case which is common with that of SOM. Thus SOM is the best choice of network for region R2.



The SOM performed very well in male subject which was not the case with female typical female. As both cases varied in amount of skin covered and movement behaviour. Thus the FFB network is the best choice in which error did not went over 50% in any case.



R1 region is most simplest because only two outputs are required from a single stream of input data. Thus all networks performed significantly well. With SOM network achieving accuracy of 100% on all samples. Thus making it the ideal choice.



The neural network for each subject will be trained individually. Therefore the system can detect the same posture with similar accuracy for all subjects. This means that a person with long hairs and short hair will not have different accuracies in the system due to the thresholding of thermographs.
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5.2 Real life data comparison with results A video footage of 20 volunteers is taken driving in urban area and later onto a motorway. Out of 20, 10 volunteers are below the age of 45, whereas other 10 volunteers are over the age of 55. Subject are selected as 50% male and 50% female.



Each video lasted of at least 45 minutes depending upon each volunteer driving time from point A to point B.



The video footage of each volunteer is analysed by taking movement description, time taken and the pcode (see above results section) is judged and noted. A certain pattern of movements relates to the pcode generated during the video analysis. The movement for each motion detected can be small like looking right, or could be a series of movements to carry out a particular manoeuvre, like putting seat belt on. This series of movements will create a pattern for that manoeuvre which is more or less same for most drivers. Some of the patterns of motion with p-codes follow. The large manoeuvre are broken down into smaller movement which the system detects.



Task



Time



P-Code



Comments



1



Putting Handbrake



2s



D-L-S



One hand on steering wheel



2



Left Turn (T-Junction or Cross Road)



3



Subject brakes and carry out following movement



Look Right



3s



N-R-S



Turn Left (Driver looks ahead)



1s



N-F-S



Look Right



6s



N-R-S



Turn Left (Driver looks ahead)



1s



N-F-S



Less traffic



Left Turn (T-Junction or Cross Road) Heavy traffic from right



Table 3 Examples of driver positions found from the videos
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The difference between merging onto a motorway and turning into a junction or roundabout can easily be found by linking the speedometer with the current system. This will tell the system when the car is stopped then car is actually at the junction, signal or roundabout; otherwise if the car is moving and the driver looking in certain direction aggressively or two three times means change of lane or merge onto a motorway.



6 Discussion The safety system is shown that it can identify eighteen different driver movements and interpret it into p-codes. Also the safety system capabilities can be enhanced with some modifications. It is capable of identifying drowsy driver and trunk stability if time history based analysis is conducted. On the other hand OOP driver, eye height and driver’s physique can be detected by adding another imaging algorithm.



The safety system cannot detect small movements of driver’s head and eye gaze. Eye gaze can be anything from looking in the side and rear view mirrors to scenes on the road. Since the thermal imager is low resolution it is difficult to detect small movements made by the driver’s head.



The IR safety system will be a part of intelligent central safety control. This safety system is a nonintrusive driver movement and position monitor. It is better than other methods which are either visual or contact based. The integration of IR safety system, low cost sensors, multi-sensor systems and existing sensors will make a complex safety network in the vehicle making intelligent cars even safer.
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